Ford brake booster diagram

Dan Ferrell writes about do-it-yourself car maintenance and repair. He has certifications in
automation and control technology. Photo courtesy of Ildar Sagdejev Specious on Wikipedia.
Don't know if you have a bad brake booster? Here are three common signs that your brake
booster may have failed:. Before you condemn the booster, though, you need to confirm that
the device has failed. This simple guide briefly explains how the conventional, power brake
vacuum booster found in most gasoline engine vehicles works. The guide will then explain a
series of simple tests you can apply at home in a few minutes to save some time and money in
repairs. The tests come in separate sections for an easier diagnostic. For most tests you won't
need any tools to know that the booster has failed. But, if you still need further confirmation,
you'll also find a series of tests that make use of a simple vacuum gauge and a hand-held
vacuum pump to confirm your findings. First, let's see briefly how a common brake booster
works to help you make sense of the simple tests you need to do. Vacuum brake booster
configuration. The push rod connects the brake pedal to the brake master cylinder through the
center of the brake booster, which multiplies foot pressure on the pedal. Under public domain.
Basically, the brake booster in your car helps multiply the pressure you apply to the brake pedal
when slowing down or stopping the vehicle. You can find the brake booster a large canister
mounted on the driver side of the firewall inside the engine compartment. The booster has a
simple configuration. A flexible diaphragm divides the booster into a front engine side and a
rear driver side chamber, providing a tight seal between the two. On the outside, a thick hose
connects the booster front chamber to the intake manifold as a source of vacuum. A push rod
aka power piston runs through the center of the booster. On one end, the rod connects to the
brake pedal and to the brake master cylinder at the other. The brake master cylinder attaches to
the front and center of the brake booster. On a conventional booster, at the center of the push
rod, you'll find a normally open valve that allows vacuum to enter the rear chamber. Also, the
rear of the push rod works as a normally closed valve to keep atmospheric pressure out of the
rear chamber until you push down the brake pedal. Thus, when the brake pedal is at rest, both
the front and back chambers have vacuum in them. When you step on the brake pedal to slow
down or stop the vehicle, you also push on the rear valve and center valves. So the rear valve
opens, allowing atmospheric pressure to enter the rear chamber. At the same time, the center
valve closes the diaphragm valve, blocking vacuum to enter the rear of the chamber. Then,
atmospheric pressure and vacuum help you to push the rod against the master cylinder, which
uses a hydraulic system to apply the brakes without much effort from your part. Note: On some
models, both sides of the diaphragm contain atmospheric pressure when the brake pedal is at
rest. When you push on the brake pedal, vacuum forms at the front side of the booster. Now
that you know how the brake booster in your car operates, you can use this knowledge to
troubleshoot the device using a series of simple tests, without and with tools. A vacuum hose
connects the intake manifold to the brake booster. Photo courtesy of Jeremy Smith on Flickr.
Before checking the booster, it's a good idea to inspect the vacuum hose, fittings, and vacuum
check valve. This is where most failures affecting brake booster operation occur. You can use
the brake pedal to diagnose brake booster operation. Public domain. If the booster vacuum
hose and fittings are in good shape, it's time to move to the brake booster itself. A common and
simple way to test the brake booster is by using the brake pedal. The pedal should hold its
position. If not, there's a leak in the brake booster, valve, vacuum hose, or intake manifold.
Check the vacuum hose, booster check valve, engine vacuum, and brake booster as described
in the following sections. If you feel the brake pedal too hard while driving, and the vacuum
hose and vacuum check valve work okay, most likely you need to replace the brake booster.
Troubleshoot the brake booster using a hand held vacuum pump as described in the following
section. Photo courtesy of Huhu Uet on Wikipedia. An internal brake booster leak may manifest
itself through an engine misfire. If you know the vacuum hose, check valve and intake manifold
fitting are in good condition, use this simple test to check whether the misfire comes from the
brake booster:. If engine idle smooths out and the misfire stops, the brake booster is causing
the misfire and needs to be replaced. You can use a vacuum gauge to verify engine vacuum
level to the brake booster. Your brake booster may be doing its job. Still, you may have noticed
through your tests or daily driving that there's something not quite right with it. And you may be
right. If your booster barely passed the previous tests or didn't , check that your booster is
receiving the right amount of vacuum. That's what you'll do here. For this test, you'll need a
vacuum gauge. If your previous tests point to a failed brake booster but you still need to
confirm your diagnostic, use a hand-held vacuum pump. These tests are simple and only take a
few minutes. If you don't have a hand-held vacuum pump, you may rent one from your local
auto parts store. The troubleshooting procedures described here apply to the common vacuum
brake booster, but configurations may differ in some respects. If you still feel that your tests
seem inconclusive or that your booster comes with a different configuration, consult the repair

manual for your particular vehicle make and model. The manual will show you what extra tests
you should apply to your particular booster. You can buy an inexpensive, aftermarket repair
manual at your local auto parts store or online. Buying the manual is a good investment
because it comes with many troubleshooting procedures for many automotive problems, a
maintenance schedule, and how to do those maintenance tasks. Content is for informational or
entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional
advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. Question: When I press the brake
pedal, it is hard, and I hear air coming out of the pedal. What could be the problem? Answer:
Check the vacuum hose and valve that connects to the brake booster. If everything is
connected right, check the operation of the valve and the booster itself. Question: After I stop
the engine, I hear a hissing sound by the brake booster but while driving the brakes are fine.
Also, sometimes the revs go up and down. No leaks on the hose intake manifold side. Do you
think the erratic engine behavior is because of the hissing in the brake booster? Answer: It is
possible. The hissing sound is a symptom of a vacuum leak. If you hear it by the brake booster,
it might be the internal diaphragm, check valve or hose. I think this other post may help you:. It
goes away as soon as I depress the brake pedal. Any ideas? The brakes seem to work fine.
Answer: Check the vacuum hose that connects to the booster. The problem can be with the
hose or the valve. The sound may also come from a bad master cylinder leaking brake fluid into
the booster. Hope this helps. The pedal goes to the floor and the braking distance is very long.
Afterward, subsequent braking is fine. Does this sound like the Vacuum Brake Booster Pump?
Answer: This sort of intermittent brake pedal fade is usually caused by a faulty brake master
cylinder. There could be an internal or real leak on the assembly. You need to have the fault
properly diagnosed and fixed before driving the vehicle again. Question: My 08 Ford Explorer is
acting like its giving out of gas and stalling out. Why is this? Answer: There could be a vacuum
leak or a problem in the fuel system fuel pump, fuel pressure regulator. But first, make sure
you've replaced the fuel filter on schedule. You may be dealing with a clogging filter. Question: I
installed a 4 wheel boosted disc brake kit on my Dodge Challenger. Pedal feels right under light
braking. Under heavy braking, it's just too hard as if booster has stopped working. Done every
test on the system many times but cannot resolve it. Any suggestions where to look? Answer:
Check to see if you need to do any adjustment for the pushrod to move as necessary through
the booster to fully activate the master cylinder piston. If you have the repair manual for your
model, it may tell you how to adjust it. This is usually the case when modification have been
made. Other potential problems include a bad brake booster or vacuum line check valve or
master cylinder issues. Question: I replaced the brake booster, but it's hard to push on the
brakes. What do I do now? Answer: Make sure vacuum to the booster is good. Check the valve
and vacuum hose for leaks. I changed the front brake pads, rotors, calipers, and brake lines;
flushed brake lines with new DOT 3 fluid; changed master brake cylinder. No air in brake lines.
With the engine on, the brake pedal hisses and is super spongy, but it always returns to original
position. What do you think it is? Answer: The master cylinder is probably leaking internally.
Have someone listen to the master cylinder when you depress the brake pedal to locate the
source of the hissing sound. Question: I have a Nissan Xterra , and every time I push my brakes,
it makes a hissing noise and the brakes get harder to push. When I stop at a red light or just
press on the brakes, the vehicle vibrates really hard and moves back and forth. Do you have any
suggestions you can help me? Answer: Check the vacuum hose that connects to the power
booster, and also the check valve. Inspect the connection at both ends as well. If you can't find
the leak there, check the booster. Question: So I know my master cylinder was bad and I took it
out. It has a torn rear seal. And now I'm thinking the booster may be bad as well. I had no pedal,
with the air rushing out of the back of the booster rod. Is that normal? The valve and hose seem
good. Answer: If brake fluid leaked into the booster, it may have ruined the diaphragm, causing
it to leak. Question: I have a Toyota Yaris and I replaced the brakes, rotor, and calipers in front. I
bled the brakes, and added DOT 3 fluid. I have brake tension with the car on and once the car
starts the pedal goes to the floor without any tension. I'm clueless on what the issue with
brakes could be. Tried everything and thought it would be the calipers. What else can I do?
Answer: If there are no evident leaks, the brake master cylinder may have an internal leak.
Question: Could the brake booster make my car not tun at all? When I disconnected the vacuum
line to the booster it cranks, but when reconnected it doesn't. I have a code pending MAF, input
high. Question: There is a hissing sound only when engine is off. But no sound when engine
running. Everything is OK: coolant, temperature, etc. It's a Hyundai i20 1. No braking issues.
The pedal comes to its normal position when off and comes down normally when pressed with
engine on. What is the hissing sound from engine bay? Answer: If the hissing sound seems to
come from the brake booster area when you turn off the key, inspect the check valve, booster
vacuum hose and connectors. There could be a vacuum leak. Answer: If it feels hard to push

the pedal, there could be a problem with the brake booster, caliper, or brake master cylinder. If
you feel a slight vibration up and down movement there could be uneven wear on the rotors or
drums. Question: I have a Chevy Silverado truck. When I push the brake pedal, it gets hard.
When at a light it seems like the brake is on and doesn't want to go. What would cause this?
Answer: If all the brakes seem to activate, the problem might be with the brake master cylinder,
probably bad seals. If you feel the problem is coming from one of the wheels, the piston might
be dragging. Another problem could be with the booster acting on the master cylinder, or
traction control issue. Question: I only hear a loud noise from under the hood of my car when
stopping. As long as I push the brake pedal, the noise continues. Once I let up, it stops. This
only happens sometimes, and only at low speeds. I've checked the booster, and it seems OK. Is
there any other test I can do? Answer: Check the rotors and calipers. There might be some
contact between the two, usually because of extreme wear. Question: My Chevy S10 is making a
grinding noise when I press the brakes with a lot of effort. What could the problem be? It could
be a cylinder not working properly. Make sure fluid is reaching the caliper -- a clogged brake
hose can do this as well. Question: I bench bled and replaced the master cylinder and bled all
the brake lines. When I start the truck, the brake pedal goes straight to the floor. What causes
this? Answer: Usually this is caused by insufficient fluid, a system leak, a push rod in need of
adjustment, a faulty brake booster. Question: In December I had to replace all of my brake lines
due to rust and one cracked open completely. I drive a Chevy Tahoe. Today I got into my car
and the brake pedal went straight to the floor. And after I drove about a block, it never built up
any pressure so I was sure it had sprung another leak. It had! So my question to you is why?
Answer: I think it might have to do with the material GM used on this and other similar models
for the brake lines. You are not the only one with this problem. Many others have complained
about this particular issue. I wouldn't be surprised if someone has gotten into an unfortunate
accident because of it. You may want to take a look at this article:. Answer: Dealer costs are
always going to be high priced. You can shop around and get quotes from reputable shops in
your area. They can set you up with a quality brake booster replacement and reasonable labor
costs. Question: My brake booster is out on my '79 Scout. No one has one in stock. I have found
one in a scrap yard. Is there any way to make sure it is good without installation? Answer:
Outside the vehicle, you can connect the vacuum hose from the in-vehicle booster to the
booster you want to test, or get a longer but similar type of hose to connect to the booster being
tested. With the hose connected, idle the engine and then push the rod in with your hand, just
as if you were applying the brakes. Then check how the rod recovers. It should be an almost
immediate smooth back out movement; otherwise, the diaphragm is sticking. Then turn off the
engine, and disconnect the vacuum hose. Wait a couple of minutes and remove the check valve
from the booster. You should hear a hissing sound when the valve is removed. That tells you
the booster chamber is holding a vacuum. Question: I have a 95 Toyota Camry with a new
booster already installed. The car does fine for a while. It then suddenly the oil pressure
bottoms out and the brakes start seizing together, almost stopping the car completely. Shut the
car off, then pump the brakes a few times, crank it back up and it does fine for another 50 to 60
miles. Why would my Toyota Camry have sudden oil pressure problems? Answer: Suddenly
losing oil pressure is not normal and it may not be the oil pump. You may want to check the oil
pressure switch-sender unit. The computer may be reacting to the signal. Question: My brake
booster is hissing when I press the brakes. And then all of a sudden, when I BARELY press my
brake, the brakes engage, the hissing gets worse, and the pedal becomes loose and goes down
quickly. And is very slow to come back up. Either the hose, the connection or valve might be
leaking air. Question: If a brake booster is out, the will pedal go all the way to the floor? Answer:
You may be dealing with a leaky brake master cylinder or hydraulic system. Usually, the pedal
goes to the floor after the vehicle stops. If the pedal goes to the floor before the brakes engage,
it could be a mechanical problem in the brake assemblies. Take a look at this other post:.
Question: When I pump the brakes in my 02 Mustang it builds pressure and seems to be air in
the system but then I give it a moment, and it goes right to the floor. My master cylinder isn't
losing fluid, but it goes down when I pump my brakes, and then the fluid goes right back up. I
feel air coming out from where it connects to the booster. I also get air bubbles in the cylinder.
What do you think? Answer: Seems like there's a vacuum leak. It may be the check valve, the
vacuum hose between the valve and intake or the booster itself. Question: I have power drum
brakes. With the engine running, as soon as you touch the pedal it drops about an inch to inch
and a half. Then you have manual brakes only. But it actually pulls away from your foot as soon
as you touch it. I tried pushing with my finger and watched the pedal move away. Answer: Make
sure there enough brake fluid in the system, and it's not contaminated. Also, the brake booster
or check valve may be leaking vacuum. Question: I have a VW Fox. When the car is idling and I
press my brake pedal, I find that the idle goes up and down as if the car wants to switch off.

Could I get some help? Answer: Check the vacuum hose and valve that connects the brake
booster to the intake manifold. Make sure it's properly connected and not damaged. Answer:
White smoke through the tailpipe is usually a sign of a coolant leak into the cylinders. This
other post gives you an idea about this type of problem:. Answer: Check the brake lines at the
brake master cylinder. If there are too stressed, they may rupture. Sometimes they become
damaged from road debris. Although is sometimes hard to notice a "stressed" line, check
anyway. Also, the noise may be coming from the pedal assembly itself. You may try spraying
some WD 40 at the pivot points and see if this makes any difference. If the noise comes only
with the engine running, have someone step on the brakes with the engine at idle set the
parking brakes and transmission in Park or Neutral. Using a length of hose can help you isolate
the noise to the brake booster vacuum noise in the line or inside the brake booster or the
master cylinder internal or external leaking. Check the master cylinder and booster for signs of
leaks. Question: I have a '65 Ford Mustang and noticed a whistle from the brake booster area
when the engine is running, and it stops as soon as I apply any pressure to the brake pedal.
What should I check? Answer: The check valve or hose connected to it might be leaking
vacuum. Look around that area under the hood. You may be able to locate the leak source.
Question: When the car is off, the pedal is up; when I start the car the pedal goes down. The car
will stop but low pedal pump it once it up a little more. New master cylinder. Is it the booster?
Answer: It seems like a vacuum leak, but make sure you've taken all the air out of the hydraulic
system. If everything is good, then there could be a vacuum leak in the hose the connects to the
booster, the check valve or the booster itself. Sometimes, you'll be able to hear a hissing sound
where the leak is. If you haven't noticed a change in engine speed rpm when applying the
brakes at idle, the problem might be with the brake master cylinder. If brake fluid remains at the
correct level in the fluid reservoir on top of the master cylinder, there could be an internal leak
inside this component internal seals might be leaking. I have an issue with my brakes. When I
press on the pedal the first or second time within seconds those times the pedal feels good but
the 3rd or 4th time I have to press much further down it feels soft to get it to stop. I have no
leaks of fluid and all brakes rotors are new within 1 year. I did the test in car and pedal feels fine.
Any suggestions before I take it to a shop? There seems to be air in the brake lines. You may
want to check the fluid level. Check for an external or internal master cylinder leak. Hi there! Its
really sporadic, does not seem to effect the engine or power. Thank you. Probably the
diaphragm is bad and letting air leak into the manifold. Have the booster checked, if necessary.
When I'm at idle and press down on the brake pedal my idle increases. What could be causing
this, the check valve or booster? The brake system may be showing symptoms of a fault in the
ABS control module. You should have the module checked; eventually, the brake pedal may
become totally unresponsive, something you don't want to happen on the road. I have a 99
Volvo s70 with power brakes run off intake vacuum, no vac pump. Brakes work fine when
moving slow. After accelerating brakes pedal is very hard, feels like ABS is cutting in. After 15
seconds brakes are fine again. I replaced the booster with a used but better looking non rusted
one, bled all wheels, replaced all fluid This held for 5 min. Maybe this proves there are no leaks
in vac hose, check-valve or booster. Then, with foot on hard feeling brake pedal vacuum has
been used up by prior test , I start the car Given the above what can I do to isolate the root
cause of this loss of braking after accelerating? Could it have anything to do with the ABS
system and the brake system is otherwise fine? Check the hose, connection and valve first.
Then check the booster. When i hit the brakes it hard,then i release an hit again an the brake
wrok find,also when i hit breaks i hear what sound like a gusher of air but brake works ok. When
I start my express van I hear an almost buzzing noise that gets much louder when I press the
brakes. The pedal doesnt return all the way on its own. Possibly stress. Usually this happens
around the master cylinder mounting area. It begins with tiny cracks until it just breaks.
Underhood temperatures may contribute to the problem as well. Overtime, it has its toll on the
plastic and cracks it. It seems the booster check valve is allowing air into the master cylinder
and down the brake lines. If the valve stops working entirely, the brakes will stop working. So
you need to check the valve and the brake system as well. You might have a vacuum leak in the
brake booster. Probably the diaphragm, the check valve or hose that connects to the brake
booster. Check the master cylinder if the front brakes don't feel right. If your model has a brake
sensor, you may want to have it checked as well. Hello Dan, My Highlander is always braking in
front, evenly both sides as if something went wrong with the front master cylinder or does the
e-brake go to the front? What should I suspect first? Check the brake hoses. The lines could
also be clogged. You may need to disconnect the hose and the line to see fluid is flowing freely.
I got a chevy blazer 2wd. We changed the back brakes got fluid running in the lines but nothing
to the cylinder. Changed the master cylinder and got front brakes. Just cant figure out why no
back ones. If your brake pedal feels too stiff, check the master cylinder or the brake calipers,

there could be a blockage in the system. This other post might help you:. Hi , i have a Nissan
Sentra bubble shape and my brakes is building pressure when i drives then i. This can help you
diagnose the booster. The brakes operate without issue except during a panic stop. During a
rapid application of the pedal, it feels like its pulled away from my foot as if it suddenly becomes
over boosted and the engine rpm drops significantly. After reading your article, I'm guessing
there is an internal leak. Is there a way to check for that? Take a look at the check valve, the
vacuum hose and the connections at both ends. There could be a leak somewhere in there.
Check the brake master cylinder seals, piston , hydraulic system air, leaks, fluid level and,
possibly, ABS pump. I have nissan caravan van. Engine model QD I replaced duble booster and
break vacum pump. But still not applying the break. There could be a small leak in the brake
booster or between the booster and the engine. Check the valve and the connections, make
sure they are tight. Whenever I drive slowly due to traffic my brake pedal sill be hard to press
but when I get free way and speed the car the thepedal comes to normal. Sometimes it's a good
idea to get both replaces, specially if it is an old master cylinder. You won't have to worry a
leaking cylinder may ruin the booster in the near future. Also, you save some money in labor
costs, since both can be installed at the same time. How do I know if I need a master cylinder
along with a brake booster I was told by a mechanic I need a brake booster but another
mechanic said I should get a combo part with the master cylinder connected. Try checking the
hose. Unplug it from the booster side and see if you get good vacuum with the engine running.
Sometime these hoses peel from the inside and restric flow. Check the brake hoses as well.
Some brakebooseter have a return spring built in - if applicable, check for operation. You may
need the rpair manual for this. I have a 97 F 7. Make sure the MAP is working fine first - then
check for vacuum pressure, if you suspect a leak - these couple of posts might help:. Hey i have
a impala 3. I disconnected the vacuum line to the brake booster and it cranks ive replace the
check valve but no luck. Could it be the booster no allowing proper vacuum pressure causing
the car to shut off? I had absolutely no brake issues while car was running. Its my daily driver
and it went with no warning at all. In general it includes components like solenoid valves,
hydraulic pump and motor, pressure switch and of course the master cylinder and booster
assembly. A malfunction can ba causing the wheels to lock up. But make sure to check first the
brake booster and valves first. See the article to test the valve. Hey Dan, which Module? I'm also
having an issue that my 4 wheels are locking. Brake pedal sometimes is sticking and taking a
few to come back. I've noticed that when I remove the vacuum valve and hose the pedal comes
back to normal right away. Any way to test the vacuum valve? Should it be open all the time?
Would it make all 4 wheel, the breaks, to lock down n wouldn't release. But after awhile it does
let go n drive. If there's a small leak, it's upsetting the mixture, and could cause it to loose
power. American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very competitive,
and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American
Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV
campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their people to do things that are the RV
owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance.
Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to
diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all,
with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system
eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to
help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do
to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your
personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is
how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of
your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out.
What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to
make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East
German government released the horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world.
You don't need a lot of money to start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a
good price and then do it again. If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to
know a few things beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who
doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and when it happens can help you
diagnose your transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving.
Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive
History. Index I. Related Articles. By Jerry Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Victor
Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By
Mary Wickison. Vacuum brake assist units use a large round flexible diaphragm enclosed in an
assembly to create two distinct vacuum chambers. The pedal side of the diaphragm has two

valves attached to the pedal arm. These valves work together to control booster operation. A
vacuum brake booster needs the right amount of vacuum to operate correctly. It's typically an
engine's intake manifold vacuum Hg. On some engines, particularly diesel, an auxiliary pump
creates a vacuum. This vacuum is applied to both the pedal side and the master cylinder side.
As the driver presses the brake pedal, the vacuum valve blocks the vacuum source on the pedal
side of the booster. At the same time, the air valve moves, allowing atmospheric pressure into
the chamber. Sometimes, a slight hissing noise is heard as the air rushes past the filter, through
the air valve, and into the chamber. Atmospheric pressure on the pedal side, accompanied by
the vacuum source applied to the master cylinder side, produces a powerful brake assist. This
is because of the pressure differential caused by the closing vacuum valve and the opening air
valve. The flexible diaphragm located in the center of the assembly provides an airtight seal. A
rod or "power piston" is connected to this diaphragm. This push-rod is mechanically connected
to the diaphragm and through the entire unit. One end is connected directly to the master
cylinder, and the other is connected to the brake pedal. This mechanical connection is why
vacuum brake booster failure doesn't result in a complete loss of braking action. There is
always a connection between the two. When the driver releases the brake pedal, a return spring
returns the diaphragm to its resting position. While the spring moves the diaphragm, the air and
vacuum valves return to their normal at rest positions. This returns vacuum to both sides of the
diaphragm. This is known as a balanced or at-rest position. Brake booster failure results in a
hard brake pedal. Vacuum assist brake units require sufficient vacuum to operate correctly.
Sometimes this vacuum is blocked at the intake manifold port or a kink in the check valve hose.
Cleaning this port or repairing the check valve's hose restores vacuum and brake booster
operation. Study Tips Feedback. Vacuum Booster Operation Vacuum brake assist units use a
large round flexible diaphragm enclosed in an assembly to create two distinct vacuum
chambers. This is known as a balanced or at-rest position Brake booster failure results in a hard
brake pedal. Being the hopeless hot rodders we are it's only natural that we all like going fast.
But, as much fun as we may have doing so, at one point or another we're gonna have to slow
down or even stop. So, it's with this in mind that we thought we'd take a look at a street rod
brake system going together while sharing some highlights regarding components, forming and
flaring hard line, and even a bit about the installation and routing of brake lines. When it comes
to planning a hot rod brake system there are a few considerations to keep in mind. Most
important would be a system's performance, unfortunately sometimes overlooked for the sake
of traditionalism. Along these same lines would be the choice between manual and
power-assisted systems. System components are an important choice too and a dual reservoir
master cylinder is at the top of my list for sure. Lose a line or a wheel cylinder in a single
reservoir system and you've lost all your brakes; lose a line or wheel cylinder in a dual reservoir
system and at least you lose only one circuit, leaving you with half a braking system. The
balance of brake system components consists of metering valves, proportioning valves or
adjustable proportioning valves, and in some cases residual pressure valves. The following
explanations come care of my friend Ralph, the head cheese and driving force behind
Engineered Components Incorporated ECI back in my home state of Connecticut and one of the
smartest street rod brake system engineers in the field. They provide a "hold off" function to
allow the rear drum brakes to actuate first. This function is very important in making the system
function in the correct sequence in a rear-wheel-drive car. The rear brakes are always actuated
first. Proportioning valves go in the rear brake system disc or drum and provide for control of
the rate of pressure rise to the rear brakesâ€”just the rate at which it builds up. Sooner or later
the rear brakes see full master cylinder discharge pressure. The purpose of this rate of pressure
rise control is to compensate for the reduction of weight on the rear wheels due to forward
weight transfer during braking. In short, it eases the application of the rear brakes to help
prevent rear wheel lockup. Factory combination valves have these built inâ€”make sure you
know what you're getting; too little rate of rise is as bad as too much. You may not need one of
these valves, depending on the compatibility of your vehicle's brake system components.
Adjustable Proportioning Valves allow for fine-tuning of the rate of pressure rise to the rear
brakes if you have a lockup problem. If you do have a lockup problem, experiment with the
setting of the valve to eliminate lockup for all but all-out panic stops. Residual Pressure Valves
are used in both front and rear brake systems as follows: 2-psi valvesâ€”these valves are used
in a disc brake system only and are required when the master cylinder is at, or below, the height
of the calipers. Its purpose is to act as an anti-siphon valve preventing the brake fluid from
siphoning back into the master cylinder when the brake pedal is released. Even if the master
cylinder is even or slightly above the calipers, put one in anyway. If you don't and you park on a
hill, fluid will siphon! These valves are cheap insuranceâ€”put them in! Note: You will know if
you need one of these valves if you have to pump the pedal twice to get a good pedal. Next, psi

valvesâ€”these valves are used in a drum brake system to prevent air from being ingested into
the hydraulic system when you release the brake pedal. Typical wheel cylinder seals only seal
when there is pressure behind them. Rapid release of the brake pedal creates a vacuum in the
system, which causes the seals to relax and air is ingested into the wheel cylinders. Maintaining
10 psi in the system at all times prevents this. Also, some new-style wheel cylinders have cup
expanders that negate the need for the residual pressure valve. Either way, if you are not sure
whether you have one or not, put one in. They are not cumulative and it won't hurt anything if
you have two. Don't worry about brake drag; it takes roughly 75 psi to overcome the return
springs. So with these few nuggets of wisdom let's take a look at a typical street rod brake
system going together. This diagram thanks again to the folks at ECI is a great reference for a
novice brake system fabricator to have on hand as reference. I know it was a great help to me
on my first few system fabrications. As you can see, with the inclusion of the two residual
pressure valves in the diagram the example master cylinder is assumed to be on an equal plain
with the front calipers or slightly below. On systems with high-mounted firewall or under dash
master cylinders the residual valves are not absolute requirements. On this particular brake
system fabrication a bulk stainless brake line and fitting kit sourced from Speedway Motors was
chosen over the use of multiple lengths of auto parts store brake line. Using the bulk rolls
allowed the installer to fabricate the system with the least amount of junctions as possible,
cutting down the opportunities for leaking connections. For the task of flaring the stainless
brake line which is much harder to work than conventional steel line , Jason Scudellari our tech
center manager enlisted the aid of the Eastwood Professional Brake Tubing Flaring Tool PN The
tool's "turret-style" design makes precision flares quickly and all the brake-flaring forming dies
needed are mounted right on the turret, so there's no fumbling for small parts, no worry about
missing diesâ€”its T-handle screw clamp securely holds line in place during forming too.
Scudellari began the plumbing job at the vehicle's rearend. After flaring the first section of line
and making the slight bend as the right rear wheel brake cylinder he proceeded to mark the
locations for the bends needed to follow the contour of the rearend centersection. A quality
tubing cutter is a must; clean cuts are important prior to flaring for leak-free connections, as is
cleaning any burrs from the tubing's ID. Without reciting the complete operating instructions of
the Eastwood flaring tool take my word for it, it's quick, easy, and a heck of a lot more
successful than using the old clamp and wing nut double flaring tools we're perhaps used to
seeing and using. Suffice to say, if you even think there's more than a couple of brake plumbing
chores in your future this Eastwood flaring tool is a must for your toolbox. With the brake line
cut, deburred, and lubed by a touch of antiseize compound, inserted in the clamping die, the
turret aligned with the correct size operation-1 flaring die, the lever is pulled with sufficient force
to create a bubble flare. To create a double flare the die head is spun to the appropriate size
operation-2 die, lined up, and the handle pulled again with sufficient force to create the inverted
portion of the double flare, and you're done. One perfect degree double flare down quickly and
cleanly. With the first flare and bend complete the line is threaded into the wheel cylinder and
attention is turned to forming the radius at the rearend centersection. With the line marked at
each bend point Scudellari makes the first of the bends needed to follow the upper radius of the
rearend. After forming a second line from the left side wheel cylinder toward the rearend center
the lines are marked where they'll be trimmed, flared, and threaded into either side of a
three-way union. A flex line is attached to the center of the union and will connect the rearend
lines with the hard line that'll run down the left framerail forward to the underdash mounted
master cylinder. The flex line from the union is run from the rearend hard lines to a tab on the
rear coilover crossmember toward the left framerail. The next section of hard line is then
measured, marked, and bent so it runs from its junction with the rear flex line to and then
forward down the left framerail. The hard line is bent to a bit of a radius following the contour of
the framerail and a hole is drilled and tapped to accept the first of a few line retainers used to
snug the line to the framerail. In this particular case the vehicle is equipped with a Kugel
Komponents underdash master cylinder and pedal assembly so the hard line run forward on the
left framerail is terminated just under the body cowl side and fitted with one of a very few brass
unions used in the complete system. One of the two braided flex lines seen here is attached to
the aforementioned brass union and will be run upward and under the dash and attached to the
metering valve and master cylinder. The second braided line will do the same from the front
brake plumbing. The setup is a great option for times when a firewall or under-floor master
cylinder is unwanted or impossible. The forward brake hard line will run from the second
braided flex line from the master cylinder again along the left framerail to just rearward of the
front frame crossmember. A second three-way brass union will connect that line to a short
section that connects to the front braided flex line to the left front caliper and a second hard line
that'll run across toward the right front caliper. A few more measurements, marks, and bends

and the final piece of hard line is formed and run from the left front line junction to the right side
connection with the braided flex line to the left front brake caliper. And there you have itâ€”a
typical street rod brake plumbing job. The final step would be to fill the master cylinder, begin to
bleed the system, and check for any leaks. Close Ad. Jim Rizzo writer Jason Scudellari
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